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An exciting new selection of drum 
products, only from Drum Workshop.

Big Feature Upgrades On
Our Most Coveted Custom Shop Kits
To make a better instrument, sometimes you have to go back 
to the basics.  We spent nearly a year-and-a-half designing 
and perfecting the most consistent counter hoop we’ve ever 
produced.  It’s called the True Hoop and it’s a major advancement 
in the relationship between bearing edge, drum head and counter 
hoop.  As drummers, we know how critical that relationship is to 
tuning and tone.  The True Hoop is just that, round and flat, and 
without the typical variations you often see around stamped 
holes.  It even has an attractive new touch: a fully-rounded outer 
edge.  They now come factory installed on all Collector’s Series 
Drums and are available in all drum hardware color options.  True 
Hoops are also gauged in graduated thicknesses to factory-match 
various drum sizes. 
 
Once we created our version of the perfect counter hoop, we 
moved our focus to tension rods.  We’d been using the same rods 
since our inception and other than the advent of True-Pitch®, 
we felt there was little room for improvement.  After including 
stainless steel tension rods on our Collector’s Series Stainless 
Steel snare drum and witnessing their superior quality first-hand, 
we decided this was the only option. Introducing, SSR (Stainless 
Steel Rods), our most high-quality, reliable tension rod to date.  
SSR are now factory-installed on all Custom Shop snare drums; a 
small detail, but a major upgrade.

Last, but certainly not least, we’ve made some major 
advancements in shell technology over the past few years.  All 
of these sonic enhancements are made courtesy of John Good’s 
grain orientation technology and greatly improve the tonal 
spectrum of our Collector’s Series kits.  The only problem, there 
are so many choices.  So to make things easy for drummers, we 
recently introduced SSC or Specialized Shell Configuration.  SSC 
is a factory-chosen shell selection featuring all of DW’s latest 
and greatest sonic shell technologies.  Now, with every SSC kit, 
comes Super VLX.  It offers the lowest fundamental tone available 
and is absolutely perfect for kick drums.  Now drummers don’t 
have to think twice.  To get Super VLX and all of DW’s sonic 
innovations all wrapped in one Timbre Matched set, simply order 
any configuration as SSC, we’ll do the rest.  For more details and 
specifications on these upgrades and DW’s latest shell options, 
visit www.dwdrums.com.

Go Anywhere Practice
Accessories Are Smarter
Our top-selling Go Anywhere Practice Pad Set has changed the 
way drummers warm up and maintain their chops.  Its compact, 
single tripod design and easy adjustability have made it the go-
to choice for pros and students all over the world.  Several years 
after its initial launch, and thousands of sets later, we thought it 
was about time to accessorize.  Introducing the new Go Anywhere 
Practice Pack, which includes a handy stick holder and music stand 
so you can practice your favorite exercises and keep an extra set of 
sticks at the ready anywhere your kit goes!
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Snare Drums at the Right Price
Following the success of our PDP Mainstage kits that include everything beginning 
drummers need in one box, we now bring you Mainstage snare drums.  These steel-shelled 
powerhouses offer plenty of pop for your buck and are perfect for students and gigging 
drummers alike.  Available in a popcorn 6x10”, deep 6.5x13” and standard 5x14” sizes.

Own a Piece of Drum History
We proudly honor the career of one of Rock’s greatest drummers with the complete Neil Peart Evolution Snare Collection.  The red velvet-lined, 
road-style display case comes with four of Neil’s favorite touring snares: the Red Sparkle Lacquer Edge from his very first DW kit, the Keith Moon-
inspired R30 Edge commemorating Rush’s 30th anniversary, the gold leaf Snakes and Arrows drum and his latest Time Machine tour snare.  Each 
drum is recreated to the original’s exact specifications and is approved by Neil to be tour worthy.  Also included is an official plaque signed by 
Neil and DW Drum Designer, John Good.  This is a must-have for any avid drum collector or Rush fanatic.

Pacific Accessories: Simply A Better Value
DW Factory Accessories have quickly become an industry standard.  Today’s 
top pros choose DW because they’re innovative, top-quality replacement 
parts and accessories that get the job done every time.  When we decided 
to redesign the entire line of more cost-conscious PDP accessories, we 
wanted to offer drummers a superior value and quality drum accessories 
at an unbeatable price.  We surveyed the landscape and created a full line 
of quality products every drummer needs.  From cymbal arms and clamps 
to bass drum beaters, tom brackets and more, we can now offer drummers 
a better drum accessory at a better price.
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Performance Series Snare Drums 
For Every Drummer

Drummers are always looking for a good deal on an 
extra snare for their collection.  They want a workhorse 

snare, one that’s reliable and always sounds good, no 
matter the musical situation.  DW Performance Series 

are the perfect choice to expand any snare arsenal.  
With features like the new DW MAG Throw-off™, 

2.3mm steel counter hoops, DW Heads by Remo USA®,  
True Tone® snare wires and more, they are pro-level 

instruments crafted to exact specifications.

Natural Maple
Crafted from 12 plies of North American Hard Rock Maple, 
the same exact maple used on DW’s legendary Custom Shop 
Drums,  Performance Series maple snares are lacquered 
inside for enhanced brightness and attack and finished in 
natural hand-sprayed lacquer to show off the natural beauty 
of the wood and is neutral enough to match any drum kit.  
Offered in 5.5x14” and 6.5x14”, these drums provide warmth 
and a throaty backbeat.

The All-New DW Performance Series
Is Designed To Outperform Everything In Its Class
Designing and building a more affordable, yet completely pro-quality drumset was not quite as easy as it 
sounds.  The bottom line, if it says DW, it has to look and sound amazing.  Not only does the new Performance 
Series raise the bar on all mid-level kits, it has a look and sound all its own.  The sound is provided by a 
proprietary new 8-ply HVX shell made entirely from select North American Hard Rock Maple, and the look 
is a direct result of some sexy new lug designs, a new “outline” logo and 5 stunning hand-sprayed lacquer 
finishes.  These are versatile drums that can perform in any live or studio environment and look good doing it.  
Maybe you can afford a DW.  To see more details about the DW Performance Series and see what some of your 
favorite artists have to say, go to www.dwdrums.com/performance.

Chrome Over Steel
With a thin 1mm rolled shell and sleek, beadless look, this 
drum is an all-around jack-of-all-trades.  It has some of the 
ping of brass, but with a decidedly more metallic quality 
with no unwanted overtones, just plenty of cut and crack.  
Available in 5.5x14” and 6.5x14”,  Performance Series steel 
snare drums possess incredible volume and sensitivity.


